Kenner MRE, Water, Ice Distribution Relocated to Zephyr Stadium

In response to the damage caused by Hurricane Isaac, the City of Kenner, in cooperation with Federal and State authorities, has relocated its Point of Distribution (POD) site.

LOCATION: ZEPHYR STADIUM, 6000 Airline Drive, Metairie, Louisiana

OPENING DATE / TIME: FRIDAY, August 31, 2012, 8AM-8PM

DIRECTIONS: From Power Boulevard – On Power Boulevard, continue to David Drive, headed toward Airline Drive. Turn left on Airline and continue to 6000 Airline Drive (on your right). Officers will direct you into the site.

From I-10-Exit Clearview and continue toward Airline Drive, turn right onto Airline Drive and continue west toward 6000 Airline Drive (on your left). Officers will direct you into the site.

This is a DRIVE-THRU pod. Arriving motorists will be directed to drive through a designated area and officials will distribute MREs, water, and ice to vehicle occupants. Those without vehicles may access the site by using sidewalks and designated pedestrian zones. Assistance will not be provided to carry goods for pedestrians.

Motorists are asked to follow all traffic controls, remain in the vehicle unless otherwise instructed, and do not stop on or alongside railroad tracks. Lines may be long, so residents are asked to be patient.

For more information, call Kenner's Emergency Operations Center at (504) 468-7200.
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